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Role of the Editor
Simply put- the goal is to take the raw materials (footage/
sound/VFX) created in production and deliver edited picture 
and dialogue.  

Editing is often mistaken as a very technical task, but the editor 
must have a strong sense of story-telling and rhythm. Editors 
control the rhythm and pace of the visual story they work with. 



Offline Editor
Work with Proxy Footage 
Proxies are duplicate files of a project's source footage. The 
proxy footage is a transcoded file that is smaller in file size 
and at a lower bitrate than the original.  



           Continuity and Coverage

Continuity is the consistent repetition of 
movement, action, or dialogue by the talent 
from one camera setup to the next. Different 

camera set-ups : coverage.



Establishing shot 



Wide Shot 



Medium Wide 3-shot 



Over the Shoulder 



Over the Shoulder 



Medium Close Up 



Cut Away 



Clapper board







Editors cut around; audio 
problems, focus, undesirable 

camera moves, continuity 
errors, errant objects on the 

screen and bad performances. 
Often times, there is 

insufficient coverage. There 
are solutions, and the editor is 

obligated to find them.

Editors are problem solvers.



1. Read the script 
2. Ingesting and Logging 
3. View all the footage 
4. Rough cut 
5. Fine Cut 
6. Picture Lock 
7. Final Mix and Grading 
8. Online

Post- Production Workflow



Editing software 
FINAL CUT PRO 10.4



FCP X records all you actions into a real time database. 
This means you never have to save your work. 

FCP X has unlimited number of undo’s (Cmd Z) 

Real time database



FCP X Workflow
Areas of focus 

1. Organising (Browser) 
2. Playback (Viewer) 
3. Editing (Timeline)



1. Libraries - store and manage Events 
2. Events - folders containing clips and Projects 
3. Projects - timeline 

Organising





The Most Important Lesson I’ve 
Learned About Editing 

1. Trust the process 
2. Kill your darlings 
3. Stay away from endless tweaking 
4. Editors are mediators 
5. Never watch same genre as what you are working in 



Thank you for joining.


